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For the preparation of this manual, three technical working groups were held with security
experts for journalists in border areas. In addition to the FLIP staff, researchers and journalists from Pakistan, Iqbal Khattak and Adnan Rehmat, and Robert Shaw from the IMS
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Methodological note
T

his manual was written in collaboration with twenty journalists, who
gave us interviews about their work covering the borders. These interviews were guided through a set of specific questions about the risks faced
in those areas, the kind of security measures taken by journalists and their
editors, and the general context of each border. For its realization, information on the condition of local journalists was collected through field trips,
a literature review was made on border issues in Colombia and its neighboring countries and also a feedback and counseling was made by two pakistani journalists under the coordination of the international organization
International Media Support -IMS. The support given by the two journalists
that have covered the afghan-pakistan border has a great relevance, due to
the presence of different armed groups in this zone. The common challenge that was found between the afghan-pakistan border and the Colombia,
Ecuador and Venezuela border are: (1) presence of illegal cross border armed groups, that finance their activities total or partially with the resources
from narcotics traffic; (2) the common interest by official and unofficial armed groups to control the flow of information in a way that is favorable to
their political objectives; (3) an increase on homicides, kidnappings, forced
displacements and threats to journalists in the last three years; (4) a high

degree of difficulty to local, national and foreigners journalists to make a
journalistic covering of the events of public interest, that are occurring at
this border zones.
In addition to this, one of the initiatives in which FLIP has participated
is the Frontera Cautiva project (Captive Border), in which around 20 journalists contributed in a long-term investigation about the kidnaping and
subsequent murder of El Comercio’s journalistic team. For this publication,
reporter also covered the issues that were being investigated by Paul Rivas,
Efraín Segarra, and Javier Ortega, and the difficult peace and order situation
faced by the inhabitants on both sides of the Colombian-Ecuadorian border.
Taking into account what happened to the Ecuadorian journalists, FLIP was
part of this research through the devising of a self-protection protocol to
reduce the risk for reporters. Thus, FLIP accompanied the journalistic teams
in San Lorenzo, Ecuador, and Tumaco, Nariño, aiming at having greater willingness to activate emergency routes in situations of imminent risk. A part
of this manual was built based on the preventive measures and the experiences that were obtained from such accompaniment, while the rest took
into account other experiences in which FLIP has participated in, regarding
the protection of journalists under attack, in different Colombian regions.
•
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Introduction
A

t the beginning of 2018, a Colombian journalist and his photographer were visiting the rural settlement of El Tandil, in the Colombian
border with Ecuador. They were chasing stories of farmers who lived on
coca crops, in one of the places of Colombia where this is the main source
of sustenance. After taking some photographs and talking with the locals,
the journalists visited other areas of the region. One afternoon, when they
were taking a break at a restaurant, they found themselves face to face
with one of the leading faces of the war on the border.
The character was something between picturesque and fearsome. A
young man, wearing a white t-shirt, camouflage pants, and rubber boots.
The muscles of his arms and shoulders stood out, holding an enormous
rifle. It didn’t take them long to identify him: he was a midlevel commander of FARC dissidents, well known in the area. From his place, a barely
functional plastic dining table, the man gave them a look. Both journalists
responded by nodding, filled more with curiosity than fear. They were in
front of the protagonist of a big story. The photographer did not hesitate
a moment: it was necessary to interview him. They approached the man,
trying to persuade him that they were not looking for anything other than
knowing about the situation of the area, without committing him to state-

ments. The man refused with few words: “no, friends, no”, “no interviews”,
“not today”. The photographer insisted enough so that the journalist, already resigned to the fact that the story would not be his, stopped him in
his reckless attempt: “This is it, it didn’t happen, let’s go”. That same day,
the journalist and the photographer said goodbye to El Tandil and started
the trip back to Bogotá. Two weeks later, headlines of the newspapers and
newscasts surprised them with chilling news.
The kidnapping and murder of three correspondents of the Ecuadorian newspaper, El Comercio, in the Colombian-Ecuadorian border area,
represented a serious blow against the freedom of the press that, in addition, left a deep wound in their relatives and friends, as well as among
Ecuadorian and Colombian journalists.The risks faced by these three correspondents are the same as those faced by many journalists who live
and visit Colombia's borders, in most of the border areas there are armed
and criminal actors who seek territorial control and try to silence to those
who intend to show these realities. Currently, the possibility of the increase of these risks is very high because the new Colombian government is
starting an aggressive militarization policy on the border to confront drug
trafficking and the destruction with glyphosate of illicit crops. Due to the
•
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environmental impact of these fumigations and the social impact of militarization, the human rights problems at the borders will become more
severe. Thus, it becomes even more important to create a strategy to help
counteract the impact of the silencing of information at the borders.
Thus, the creation of this manual responds to the concern of the
Foundation for the Freedom of the Press (FLIP), for the life and integrity of
journalists who cover the borders and has the purpose of providing some
practical tools that may be useful when facing risks associated with the
journalistic job, also exacerbated by the borders’ context.

T H E GRAY AR E AS OF COLOM B I A

1

http://ideaspaz.org/media/website/fip_seguridad_fronteras.pdf

In Colombia, ten border Departments concentrate the majority of the
country’s forest resources, most of the coal reserves, half of the precious
metals mines¹, and very fertile land for coca cultivation. These zones are,
in turn, corridors for drug trafficking and contraband, due to their strategic location. The borders are, in addition, areas of the country which are
inhabited mostly by indigenous and Afro communities, who in conditions
of high vulnerability, have sustained a struggle for their right to live in their
ancestral territories. In general, people living in the border areas has a particular relationship with its territory due to socio-economic and cultural
exchange that involves living between two (or more) countries, for this reason these areas have been the subject of special legislation, been recognized as places where citizens need and may request differential attention
(Constitution of Colombia, Articles 289 and 337). However, it is the Law 191
of 1995 that structures all legislation on border issues for Colombia. This
•
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Law establishes not only measures to regulate the economic problem in
the border territories, but also measures to guarantee the human rights
of the populations that settle there. Although it is a formality, because in
practice the frontiers present very complex problems in terms of the guarantee of human rights, it is an advance with respect to the previous legislations that did not consider this aspect.
The migration of Venezuelan people into Colombian territory has
also transformed any logic within the border, creating new junctures that
complicate the panorama experienced along the 6,301 kilometers of border territory. The huge migration from Venezuela in the last ten years has
implied an unprecedented humanitarian situation that requires attention
for both migrants and the populations near the border. Currently, in Colombia, an Integral Migration Policy has been formulated since 2014 by
the CONPES document (National Council of Economic and Social Policy)
3603. This policy makes a diagnosis of the situation of migrants in Colombia; on the one hand, the mechanisms to provide adequate assistance to
migrants are insufficient and do not cover the vulnerable population, and
on the other hand, there is no effective way to deal with the trafficking of
migrants. According to the Ombudsman's Office, in its Ombudsman Report
on Border Areas (2017), the CONPES document is a sign that migration policy in Colombia has been mostly focused on the migration of Colombians
going abroad and not foreigners to Colombia. This is due to the war, the
violence and the adverse political and social conditions for the Colombian
population but also to the fact that, throughout its history, Colombia has
not been a country characterized by a wide reception of migrants.

This difficult context implies, for journalists, a very high risk when it
comes to reporting on what happens over there, besides accessing the
area to obtain records and direct sources of the situation. Is also important
not to forget that these are places where very complex phenomena evolve, making it necessary for journalists to be present in order to reveal what
is really happening.
ASSAULTS ON JOURNALISTS AT THE COLOMBIAN BORDERS
2008 - 2018

NARIÑO PUTUMAYO

GUAJIRA - CESAR - ARAUCA NORTE DE SANTANDER

AMAZONAS - VICHADA GUAINÍA

Murders

3

1

0

Kidnappings

0

7

0

Threats

56

145

6

According to the cases registered by the FLIP, 339 attacks on journalists between 2008 and 2018 have happened at the Colombian border
territories. Off these, four are murders, ten are kidnappings, and the others
have been threats due to the journalistic work itself or obstructions to it;
45 of these cases have been attacks on female journalists. In the border
with Ecuador, which includes the territories of Nariño and Putumayo, there were three murders of journalists and 56 threats; In the Venezuelan border, in the areas of La Guajira, Cesar, Norte de Santander, and Arauca, one
journalist was assassinated and 145 received threats. In the territories of
Amazonas, Vichada, and Guainía, which make part of the borders of Peru
•
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2

https://www.
elespectador.com/
noticias/judicial/unamasacre-esto-no-tieneun-nombre-distintodiana-montillaarticulo-716731 y
https://www.nytimes.
com/es/2017/10/14/
tumaco-cocaleroscoca-colombia/

and Brazil, there is a smaller number of cases, but still greater compared
to other Departments; these are places with few means of communication
and a complex geography that hinders its access. There were six threats recorded, between 2008 and 2018. It is important to emphasise that although the attacks on women journalists do not vary widely from the attacks
on male journalists, there is a stigmatizing component about the type of
agressions directed to female bodies. The threats against women journalists are focused on abuse them sexually or denigrate their condition as if
they were "weaker" than men; not just to silence them or to attack their
families as in the threats on male journalists.
The origin of these attacks comes from all armed actors in the country; including the military forces and the police. Also public officials. Aggressions range from discriminatory treatment, obstruction to journalistic
work, illegal detentions and stigmatizations, to kidnappings and homicides. Among the aggressors are the extinct FARC and its current dissidents,
the National Liberation Army (ELN, in Spanish), the Popular Liberation
Army (EPL, in Spanish), the United Self-Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC,
in Spanish), the Gaitanistas Self-Defense Force of Colombia (AGC, in Spanish), hitmen, criminal gangs and groups, the Army, and the Police. Added
to these are the cases of threats, extortion, and the denied access to public
information by officials².
Although Colombia has a government program for the protection of
journalists that has contributed to the reduction of homicides, it has serious deficiencies. For example, it is not a program designed for the prevention of attacks, but for the reaction to such. Perhaps the most worrying

issue is that there is no institutional articulation with other State institutions and officials that, at least in theory, are also part of the protection system, such as the Attorney General’s Office, the Ombudsman’s Office, and
the Office of the Prosecutor. In addition, crimes against journalists have a
high rate of impunity, which makes it difficult to establish not only a legal
conviction, but also a social and cultural condemnation against attacks
on the press. Other problems of the protection system are its excessive bureaucratization (with serious delays in the evaluation and implementation
of protection measures), and the lack of a different approach.
Aware of the limitations that a self-protection manual may have to
foresee all risk situations that might arise, the Foundation for the Freedom
of the Press elaborated this guide with recommendations on prevention
and self-care for reporters who have the challenge of covering sensitive issues in the Colombian borders. On the one hand, these recommendations
should serve to enable journalists to make a diagnosis of the situation they
will face and, consequently, design a strategy to act in case of imminent
risk. On the other hand, it is important to emphasize that the commitment
with the safety of journalists should also concern the editors and the media, who are the main actors responsible for the protection of journalists,
after the State. The media must have, at least, a protection policy for their
journalistic teams. In this diagnosis about the context in which the work
will be carried out, it is also important that differential risks are taken into
account for reasons of gender, ethnic origin, and sexual orientation. The
objective is that both, media editors and reporters on field, foresee the
attacks that can victimize journalists that cover the borders.
•
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Context
C

”
3

http://www.adiconar.
com/images/normatividad/fronteras/ley191-1995.pdf

4

Informe defensorial
sobre las zonas de
frontera https://www.
acnur.org/fileadmin/
Documentos/Publicaciones/2016/10953.pdf

olombia is very far away from Colombia”, says a journalist form Putumayo, who assures that, in the borders, the law that rules is very
different from the State’s- The State’s presence, which in most cases is limited to military presence –and sometimes with little room for maneuver- is
eclipsed by the logic of crime, which has shaped a way of life, a culture,
and ways of control and manipulation of public institutions. The low institutional presence is also reflected in the small amount of studies on the
border issue, and the limited effectiveness of the implementation of the
Border Law³ in guaranteeing the human rights of people living in these
areas⁴. Journalists, familiar with what happen at the borders, know well
that what they dare say can and will be used against them. Even so, journalism is done at the borders; journalism that is, generally, funded with
resources from the same reporters, with a low frequency and exposed to
all kind of risks. In Putumayo, for example, where no national newspaper is
distributed, journalists work on independent projects, therefore becoming
targets of threats and attacks when reporting issues related to mafias, their
involvement in local politics, and their businesses. The same happens in
other border territories, where the exposure of journalists is very high if
they report on the local reality.

The reality of Colombia’s borders is crossed by several factors; for
example, its great geographical diversity, which highlights the desert areas
of La Guajira, the jungle territory of Putumayo and Amazonas, and the coastal areas of Nariño. The level of economic development of these areas also
plays a major influence; while in some parts it is very scarce and completely linked to illicit businesses, like growing coca crops, in others it more
varied and includes several sources of legal and illegal income. Nevertheless, there are two factors that have a greater relevance in the dynamics
of the border: the action of armed groups that seek control of the border
territory, and migration. On the one hand, according to the report “Insecurity, violence and illicit economies on the borders” (Inseguridad, violencia y
economías ilegales en las fronteras) of the Ideas for Peace Foundation (FIP,
in Spanish), the National Liberation Army (ELN), the dissidence of the FARC,
and the Gaitanistas Self-Defense Force of Colombia (AGC, also known as
the Gulf Clan) are, at present times, the illegal armed groups with greater
presence in the borders, contesting territories of their influence. Although
they are the ones that have a major presence, they are not the only ones.
In each of the borders there are specific actors, such as criminal gangs and
mafias. On the other hand, the issue of migration covers various problems
•
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MAR CARIBE

PROVIDENCIA

regarding human mobility through these areas, which not only includes the
transit and entry of foreigners into Colombian territory, but also internal
migration due to forced displacement. There are border areas with migratory problems complicated by the migrants’ place of origin, as is the case of
the border with Venezuela; however, in all the borders there is a presence of
migrants that responds to different profiles and conditions of vulnerability.

LA GUAJIRA
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SAN ANDRÉS

MAGDALENA
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SANTANDER

On the border with Venezuela, in the areas of La Guajira and Cesar,
violent actions have been mostly responsibility of the ELN, the AGC, and
some incursions of the EPL. These actions, between January 2017 and August 2018, left four murders, five attempted murders, and 35 threats against
civilians and social leaders⁵. Among these, nine attacks were against journalists. In the area of Norte de Santander, there were six murders, three
attempted murders, two threats, and three kidnappings of social leaders.
Not to mention that there were also ten violent actions against journalists, which include the kidnapping of a Dutch journalistic team by the ELN.
The rest of the attacks during this period of time are death threats and
obstruction to journalistic work. The responsibility of these events lays on
the ELN, the dissidence of the FARC (33th Front), organized crime groups,
and paramilitary groups. Also, an important part of these facts comes from
unknown sources.
In Arauca, actions of the ELN increased in 2018, after the ceasefire
came to an end. This implied an escalation of the reactions of the public
force, attacks on oil infrastructure, and kidnappings. The dissidence of the
FARC, meanwhile, has made ambushes and blockades on roads. Between
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Map built from the publishing "Inseguridad,
Violencia y Economías
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http://www.el-nacional.
com/noticias/mundo/
migracion-colombia-hay-870000-venezolanos-pais_244542
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https://www.rcnradio.
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Pág. 24 http://ideaspaz.
org/media/website/
fip_seguridad_fronteras.pdf
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gestiondelriesgo.gov.
co/bitstream/handle/20.500.11762/24992/
AVANCE%20
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19_02_2018.pdf?sequence=39&isAllowed=y
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https://www.unodc.
org/documents/colombia/2017/julio/CENSO_2017_WEB_baja.pdf

2017 and 2018, there have been four murders, 2 attempted murders, and
one kidnapping of a social leader. To these, nine attacks on journalists are
added; among these there are five threats, one attack against infrastructure, and three cases of stigmatization.
In terms of migration, Colombia is the largest recipient of Venezuelans in Latin America. According to Christian Krüger, from Migration Colombia (Migración Colombia), there are currently 870,000 Venezuelans in
Colombian territory. Approximately, there are 382,000 Venezuelans under
legal conditions, a little over 442,000 are going through the process of legalizing their situation, and 46,000 ere illegal immigrants⁶. However, Colombia is for many a place of passage that serves to reach other nearby countries. For this reason, the Venezuelan population is not only present on the
border with Venezuela, but also on those with Peru, Ecuador, and Brazil.
Taking this into account, the main risks for migrants are forced recruitment
into illegal armed groups, human trafficking, and prostitution rings. According to journalists interviewed by FLIP, in Cesar, on the border with the
Venezuelan region of Zulia, prostitutions of minors is very high and there is
no control exercised by Colombian or Venezuelan institutions⁷.

the Gulf Clan), the dissidence of the FARC (which calls itself Front Oliver
Sinisterra, commanded by a.k.a. “Gaucho”), and the United Guerrillas of
the Pacific. Also present are the ELN, and criminal gangs known as “Las
Lágrimas” (The Tears) and “Gaula NP”. The nucleus that bring together so
many armed actors in this area of the country is the territorial dispute over
control of the drug trafficking business. Although, this area is also recognized as a transit corridor of people that are routed from Colombia to the Pacific coast up north. In Nariño, aggressions against social leaders, between
2017 and 2018, have been recorded as: 178 murders, 162 threats, 18 cases
of forced recruitment, and two massacres. Among these facts, ten have
been attacks on journalists, among which is the murder of two correspondents of the Ecuadorian newspaper El Comercio and their driver.
For its part, Putumayo presents a difficult peace and order situation,
not only because of the presence of coca crops, that are a fortress for the
same illegal armed groups that operate in Nariño, but also because of a
serious judicial situation. After the environmental tragedy in Mocoa9, in
which the overflow of three rivers cause a deadly avalanche, the Putumayo prison was razed. Several inmates were referred to other prisons in the
country. However, since there has been no rebuilding of the prison so far,
judges cannot issue arrest warrants. Added to this, Putumayo is not only
a Department rich in land suitable for coca cultivation, with 34,505 crops
according to the last census of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime10, but it has a very big concentration of oil and precious minerals in its
subsoil. The entire Department of Putumayo is a special mining district,
which means that the entire territory is potentially exploitable. This has
generated a lot of controversy about the presence of international mining

B OR DE R W I T H E CUADOR
Nariño and Putumayo are the Colombian Departments that have a
border with the Ecuadorian provinces of Esmeraldas, Carchi, and Sucumbíos. These Departments have the largest number of hectares for planting
coca throughout the country; Nariño concentrates 29% of these crops8.
The illegal armed groups with a greater presence over there are the Gaitanistas Self-Defense Force of Colombia (AGC in Spanish, also known as
• 10 •
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companies interested in the exploitation of copper, gold, silver, and other
metals, in the vicinity of Mocoa and Villagarzón11. Local journalists are
afraid to report on this particular issue because the economic interests at
stake are incalculable; several journalists consider that they censor themselves when investigating the exploitation of hydrocarbons and precious
metals. During 2017 and 2018, in Putumayo there were nine murders, one
attempted murder, and five threats to social leaders, and FLIP registered
three attacks on journalists during this same period of time. Apparently,
these threats come from the ELN and an unspecified indigenous group.
Nevertheless, the illegal armed groups that have presence in Putumayo
are the dissidence of the FARC, and a criminal gang known as “La Constru”.
One of the greatest risks identified by FLIP for the exercise of journalism in this area is the manipulation by armed groups, that want journalists
to become spokespersons for their messages. Under these circumstances,
harassment to media journalists, by leaders of criminal gangs, has been
reported with a broad scope. This has created a highly tense atmosphere
in which reports feel that, by refusing to serve as messengers, they may run
the risk of being besieged, kidnapped, or killed.

gal trafficking routes, not only for drugs, but also for wood, animals, and
precious metals. The Caquetá and Apaporis rivers are used as the main
routes. The aggressions registered against asocial leaders and journalists
in this area are unspecified and there are no precise figures, at least for
the last year. Notwithstanding, complaints made by indigenous communities that have been displaced and threatened because of their resistance
against mining exploitation and the resurgence of violence in this area, are
well known.

BO RD E R WITH PA NA M A
The border with Panama is mainly crossed by, mainly, the Darién rainforest. However, a good part of the border area is adjacent to the region
of Urabá, which has parts located in three different Departments: Urabá
Antioqueño (Antioquia), Urabá Chocoano (Chocó), and Urabá Cordobés
(Córdoba). This region is controlled to a large extent by the AGC, who disputes the Urabá Chocoano with the ELN. The main source of income of these armed groups in this area is drug trafficking, although the AGC are also
recognized by locals for exploiting women and girls, and profiting from human trafficking. In this area, there is also a lot of migration, something that
the AGC has taken advantage of by using roadblocks to force travelers to
carry drugs for them. In the region, 72 violent actions have been registered,
which include ambushes, forced displacements, attacks on military personnel, confrontations, and harassment. It is one of the areas in the country in which social leaders and land claimants are at higher risk of being
killed. Between 2017 and 2018, the FIP recorded 43 threats, eight murders,
three forced displacements, and one act of forced disappearance.

B OR DE RS W I T H PE R U AN D B RAZIL
The borders with Peru and Brazil, in the Department of Amazonas,
have presence of armed actors such as the dissidences of the FARC, paramilitaries, and organized crime from Brazil. A trafficking network called
“Triangle of drugs, weapons and violence operates throughout the area.
This border is characterized by a strong dispute between dissident groups
of the FARC, paramilitaries, and criminal groups, for the control of the ille• 11 •
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Safety recommendations
for journalists, editors and media
B E FOR E T RAV E L I N G TO T H E B O RD E R

• In the case of wanting to establish contact with social organizations in
the area, it is recommended to make prior contact, from the place where the journalist regularly works. It is not advisable to contact the organizations in the immersion visits without a previous idea of who the
social leaders of the place are, and where they are.
• Verification of the appropriate documentation to take to the borders.
There is no single answer to the question about the type of documentation that must be carried in border areas. In some cases, having documentation that identifies journalists in their profession can cause
problems when crossing borders, because arrests and confiscation of
material are frequent in these types of scenarios. However, once the
border is crossed, it is important to present the identification as a journalist to the sources and in the scenarios of possible armed confrontations, that require demonstrating what is being done in the place; in
this case, journalistic work.
• According to experiences of FLIP, a personal identification and health services card are the two indispensable documents all journalists
should carry with them. Also, it is very important to avoid any docu-

FOR JOURNALISTS

• Study the context. It is essential to know the peace and order situation
in Colombia, as well as the same in the neighboring country. One way
to approach this is taking into account the early warnings of the Ombudsman’s Office.
• Although the rhythm of journalistic work not always allow it, it is important to do a previous immersion, without journalistic purposes, in the
region where the coverage is going to take place. If it is the case that these previous visits are possible, it is recommended to go accompanied
by people or colleagues who know the region.
• A prior immersion should serve to obtain information that allows the investigation to be carried out safely. It should be known: (1) the names of
authorities in the neighboring country, and their location in both countries; (2) the base communities that inhabit the territory; (3) the local expressions to communicate, which will facilitate interpreting messages
that will not always be said explicitly.
• 12 •
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S A F E TY M A N UA L FO R J O U R N A L I STS I N B O R D E RS

mentation that may relate the journalist as a member of the public force. The latter can happen, above all, when a reporter is a relative of a
Policeman or an Army official and has a document that grants access to
social spaces of these institutions.
• The rules for journalists in neighboring countries must be clear: What
limits do journalists have? What kind of things can and cannot they do?
It is necessary to establish contact with colleagues from the bordering
country, who can provide information on restrictions and freedoms related to the job.
• It is necessary to carry just a basic equipment to some of the bordering
countries. For this reason, is crucial to prepare the trip beforehand and

CASE 1:
A journalist decided to travel to the border without a professional identification. After entering into Venezuelan territory, he or she was questioned by
security agents who suspected that he/she was an undercover journalist.
In the end, he/she wasn’t arrested neither was there a confiscation but the
journalist knew from that moment that he wouldn’t be able to do his/her
journalistic work in that area.
When the journalist pretends to be someone of the common, there are several dangers in case of being discovered by state agents. There may be
arrested, charges, withholdings, confiscations, etc.
Before choose the option of not take an identification, something that FLIP
doesn’t recommend, it is necessary to foresee the risks that are being taken.

• 13 •
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Review
CASE 2 in the
following box

always have basic everyday objects on hand. It is recommended, above
all, to take into account climatic conditions, the right apparel according
to this, and sufficient medicines, in case journalists have a prescription.
• In general, it is recommended that journalists receive first aid and selfdefense training. Ideally, there should not be any physical confrontation
between a possible attacker and the journalist. However, an unexpected situation may arise in which the reporters need to react immediately to protect their lives. In this sense, is important to make emphasis
of the usefulness of self-defense courses for women who, in extreme
situations and with previous training, can react to sexual assault.
• Get to know the team. When journalists travel as a team, they need to
inform their colleagues about any diseases and the medicines they take
or need. They must also communicate this to the contact they have in
the place they will visit.
• Inform a nearby person where they are traveling to and for how long.
It is recommended that this person is able to make decisions in risky
situations. It is also necessary to inform a family member, a direct blood
relative, to be aware of any communication, because in situations of
captivity, when international organizations such as International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) have to intervene, it is necessary to have
the authorization of the journalist’s family.

CASE 2:
A woman journalist was sexually harassed by a source who offered
her information in exchange for sex. She flatly refuses, however the
source who already had her phone number and mail, continued
looking for her once she left the reporting area. Outside the territory, the journalist made the decision to continue contact with the
source to persuade him/her that she would accede to what he/she
wanted if he/she provided the information she was looking for. At
the end the source didn’t offer relevant information and the journalist cut the communication.
The risk of maintaining contact with a sexual aggressor is very high
because it’s not possible foresee what is capable of doing. A source, who is also an armed actor and who harasses a journalist can
be very dangerous. For this reason, the journalist recommends: (1)
Clarify that there is no disposition to exchange sex for information;
(2) try to change the source and, if is not possible, (3) keep the editorial team always informed to make a decision on how to proceed.

where the report will be made, the actors affected by the investigation,
and the history of attacks against the press in the region. Additionally,
journalists must be aware of their vulnerabilities in order to take measures that allow them to minimize risk.
• Design a security and self-care protocol for journalists who are sent to
conflict and border territories. The protocol must take into account the

FOR EDITORS AND MEDIA

• Before starting any reporting job, it is important to analyze the context. To do so, it is essential that the media takes into account some
minimum aspects, such as the research topic, the exact place
• 14 •
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differentiated risk for women journalists. Moreover, it must also show
a commitment to equal treatment for journalists who work in other regions, and also to those that work freelance or full-time.
Calculate the resources necessary for the journalistic work to be carried
out safely and without ignoring any of the parties already agreed upon
in the security protocol.
While journalists are covering the border, it is essential that editors have
constant communication and are aware of the places the reporters visit. The frequency of such communication may depend on the types of
incursions in the territory, though the most important thing is to previously establish a communication protocol.
The editors must know the trusted contacts of the journalists, in order to
be able to establish communication with them in case of any situation of
imminent risk that could prevent the journalists from being in contact.
The media should prepare databases of journalists who will cover border areas, in order to activate emergency measures in the event of a
situation of imminent risk. It is recommended that this database has
the following information for each journalist:
- Full name of the journalist.
- Two contacts of people close to the reporter. It is essential that one
of these contacts is a blood relative with the journalist.
- Clinical history of the reporter: Blood type, diseases, allergies, and
medical prescriptions.
- A security question that allows the members of the newsroom and
the family to verify, in case of doubt, that they are really communicating with the reporter in a situation of forced captivity.

S A F E TY M A N UA L FO R J O U R N A L I STS I N B O R D E RS

D U R I N G COV E RAGE
CASE 3:
A journalist was kidnapped by the guerilla and was released
a few hours after the arrest. The journalist had an unexpected reaction at the moment he/she was arrested. He/she
gave his interlocutor a paper with the phone number of someone who could activate some type of security protocol.
The journalist knew, without the need for the aggressors to
identify themselves, that they were going to kidnap him. Although the guerrilla did not mistreat the journalist, this act
of simple kidnapping can trigger worse events such as a confrontation, an attempted murder, among others. In this case,
the journalist could act quickly and leave a phone number
for an interlocutor. From this experience it can be inferred
that it is necessary to always bring to the hand, in conflictive
areas such as the border, some material that indicates contact of someone close to the journalist.

FOR JOURNALISTS

• The majority of border areas are inhabited by indigenous and Afro-des-

Review
CASE 3 in the
following box

cendant communities12. It is important to investigate who the authorities of these communities are and, if possible, establish a bond of trust.
In turn, in other border areas the presence of grassroots social organizations can be found, such as farmers’ organizations, which are also often
very strict with the entry of journalists, activists, and officials. With these
people, it is also important to establish contact. To enter rural areas, it
is essential to have the consent of members of such organizations. It is
also advisable to make contact with people who work in the most visited hotels in the area.
• Journalists must send a periodic message during the day, informing
where and how they are. It is imperative to be precise with the editors
and media about the places they have visited and the ones they will
travel to; specifying the rural settlement or neighborhood is essential
when following the trail of journalists in case of risk situations.
• It is not recommended to discuss the details of the job through the phone at any time during the investigation. If it is absolutely necessary, it
is preferable to use an internet protocol to talk. This is, calls suing apps
like WhatsApp or Signal.
• The initial contact with people related to the investigation must be
made in an urban area, from which they will travel to rural areas. Usually,
rural areas are more difficult to travel, because they are less populated
and the presence of armed actors is more extended and have a stronger

territorial control. As much as possible, journalists should avoid going
alone to rural areas.
• A moderate behavior in public transportation is important. Taxi and
moto-taxi drivers may be involved in the conflict of interest of the place
being visited by journalists: it is important not to issue opinions in public places regarding local political and armed actors.
• 16 •

12

Rules in indigenous
territories can change.
It is important to be
aware of the kind
of behavior that is
acceptable and which
is not.
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• It is important to avoid verbal confrontations with the local popula-

•

•

•

•

•

tion. Likewise, is necessary to keep in mind that journalists who cover
an area do not live there, thus they must avoid discussions with people
who can respond violently.
It is not advisable to be in the company of the police or the army. If
there is a desire to establish bonds of trust with the community, journalists should not be surrounded by the public force or any other armed actor.
It is not advisable to report at evening or night time. It is important that
journalists keep in mind that the risks vary depending on the time of
day, and that at night such risks can be higher, especially in the border
areas.
It is necessary to be very clear with the sources about the consequences of what is going to be said. They should ask if the sources are willing to bear the consequences and agree with the journalists on how
the information provided to the reporter will be used.
It is important to ask the source in what the conditions the interview
will be conducted; if the interview cannot be documented; or if it is
possible to use it as journalistic material.
The most advisable thing is to meet with the source in a place where
people don’t know either of the parts. If possible it is better to cite the
source in a nearby city, preferably in the urban area.

FOR EDITORS AND MEDIA

• Inform the journalists of any alteration of peace and order during the
time the news coverage is taking place.
• 17 •
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• The editor must be aware that the devices used by journalists, which

sages, and offers of information in exchange of sex, among others. If
something like this happens, even when the story is very relevant, it
is important: (1) clarify that there is no disposal to exchange sex for
information; (2) try to change the source and, if this is not possible, (3)
keep the editorial team always informed to make a decision on how
to proceed.
• If the ultimate goal is for people to know information that is of public
interest, in cases of high risk it is preferable that the author of the news
or report remains anonymous, or that it is published simultaneously
in another media.

have been previously arranged for their safety, such as telephones or
other devices, do not reveal their role when they should not do so, and
that they do not relate them to armed groups or the army. For example, the use of clothing that can be related by its color, shape, logos,
prints or others should be avoided.
• The editor must be constantly aware of the communication protocol.
If after an established period of time, set in the protocol, there is no
communication, the alerts must be activated and the actions to be
followed must be prepared, to find the whereabouts of the journalists
and ensure they return safe and sound.
• Editors should be clear about the risks women journalists face, in order to guarantee their reporting job. In this regard, we recommend
that editors have a protection protocol for women journalists, designed with them.

FOR EDITORS AND MEDIA

• Part of the protection of journalistic work consists in making associations with other journalists, in order to work together similar issues.
This will prevent one journalist alone to be the designated one, mainly on issues related to the borders. Making associations can protect
more than one journalist at risk.
• Editors should not change the journalistic content to give indications
on a source that has asked for discretion. For example, there are reports that, although they do not reveal the name of the source, give
precise clues on who the source is. This type of treatment can seriously jeopardize the wellbeing of the source and affect the community.
• If a women journalist is victim of harassment, the editor must protect
her and ensure that the respective complaint is made. Meanwhile,
there should be a protection protocol for women journalists covering
conflict zones.

A F T E R COV E RAGE
FOR JOURNALISTS

• If the source requests protection, it must be completely guaranteed.
For example, if they request the names to be changed, or anonymity
in photographic or video images.
• Harassment by sources. It has happened to women journalists that
a source (civilian or criminal actor) has been attracted to them and
this has triggered acts of harassment, such as calls, unwanted mes• 18 •
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Tool Kit
H OW,
W H E N AN D W H E R E TO US E T H ESE TO O LS?

BA SIC RE CO M M E NDATIO NS
FO R TH E USE
O F E LE CTRO NIC D E V IC E S

The use of technological devices is indispensable for journalistic
work. For that reason, we believe that recommending some tools that
protect information and aid in having safer communications might be of
great help for journalists who face situations of risk. Many of these tools
do not imply very advanced knowledge in technology and do not require
special devices for their correct functioning. It is important to remember,
however, that such tools do not guarantee the security of information and
communications alone. Security implies a general change of habits in the
use of technological devices. Many times, these are simple matters such
as having an alphanumeric password in uppercase and lowercase for any
time of email or social network account; not sharing sensitive information
without taking into account that the web pages in which this information
is entered are protected with the HTTPS protocol; or using anonymous
browsing when an external or public device is being used. It is about putting an end to practices that can put the journalists in danger and that
can risk their safety, as well as their sources’ or other people related to the
reports or investigations.

• Use only your personal chargers for computers and cellphones. Throu-

•
•

•
•
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gh external chargers it is possible to introduce spyware into electronic
devices. Always have your own charger at hand, even more that one if
you usually lose it.
Keep the devices updated, all phones, tablets and laptops. It is recommended that they have the latest versions of their operating systems.
It is advisable to have two phones; one for personal use and one with
work-related information. As far as possible, it is recommended to travel to the border areas with devices that have the least information
needed to develops the journalistic work. Avoid carrying electronic
equipment with the journalists’ personal information, data about their
sources, and/or journalistic material.
At least every month, delete cookies and browsing history.
Request not to track searches on Google services, in account settings.
Try to be very cautious with the use of Google services to store sensitive information.

S A F E TY M A N UA L FO R J O U R N A L I STS I N B O R D E RS

• Use unique passwords for each email account. Passwords must contain

FOR COMPUTERS (WORK IN ANY OPERATING SYSTEM)

numbers, signs, and lowercase and uppercase letters, and be of considerable extension, so that it is difficult to decipher.
• Use a password of numbers and lowercase and uppercase letters for the
cellphone, not a pattern, because it is easier to track using the fingerprints
left on the screen, or through espionage strategies while it is introduced.
• Use the encryption option in your mobiles.

• Tor: https://www.torproject.org/
Tor is an internet browser that was born as a response to complaints of
surveillance and information gathering by several governments around
the globe. Its purpose is to protect users from data traffic analysis. This
means that the searcher carried through Tor cannot be tracked, because Tor makes anonymous the network from which it users connect. This
allows you to navigate with relative ease when looking for very sensitive information that can be used against journalists. Keep in mind that
Tor guarantees what it promises (make the user anonymous), nut its
operation may be less efficient than that of a conventional browser. In
addition, navigation will only be anonymous if the user is not identified
through email accounts or social networks.
• KeePass: https://keepass.info/
KeePass is a digital keychain that allows you to manage different
passwords safely. It works by creating a database of all your passwords,
that can only be accessed with a master key. This database is encrypted
in a very efficient way so that it guarantees that nobody, except the user,
can access the keychain.
• Jitsi: https://jitsi.org/
Jitsi is an online application that allows you to make video calls without
having an account. It is very useful when safely planning an unexpected
online meeting.
• Verefix: https://www.verexif.com/
Photos taken by digital cameras (and mobile devices) can contain a lot
of information, such as date, time, and type of lens used. Even the latest
models of cameras and mobile phones can add the GPS coordinates of

USE FU L DI GI TAL APPLI C AT I ON S
FOR T H E S E CU R I TY OF M OB I L E D E V IC E S
A N D COM PU T E RS
FOR MOBILE DEVICES (MOBILES AND TABLETS)

• F-Droid: Application manager. It works like Google play but, unlike this
one, most of its applications are open source and specialized in information security.
• Signal: Application for instant messaging and internet protocol calls,
with end-to-end encryption. Signal works like WhatsApp or Telegram,
but it has some advantages compared to these: You can activate a function to self-destruct messages, and you can verify the authenticity of a
contact that may have been cloned.
• ObscuraCam: Application that allows anonymizing photographs and/
or videos by pixelating people’s faces that appear in real time. The application is very useful if you only have your cellphone at hand because it
allows you to offer anonymity to the source.
• Call Recorder: Application to record calls in risky situations. It is a useful
tool to collect evidence in case of harassment or threats.
• 20 •
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the place where the images were taken, assuming a risk to privacy when
uploading them to the internet. Through this page you can see and remove exif data online from photos, without any program.

SE CU RITY M A NUA LS
• CPJ Journalist Security Guide:
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
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https://cpj.org/reports/2012/04/journalist-security-guide.php
Security Guide for Visual Journalists: https://coberturaderiesgo.
articulo19.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/guia_seguridad_pv.pdf
Safety Guide for Journalists, from Reporters Without Borders and
Unesco: https://rsf.org/sites/default/files/guide_journaliste_rsf_2015_
en_0.pdf
Digital security recommendations for journalists, from the Electronic
Frontier Foundation: https://ssd.eff.org/en/playlist/journalist-move
Security in a box. Digital Security Manual:
https://securityinabox.org
Manuals for using secure digital tools, from Karisma Foundation:
https://karisma.org.co/genios-de-internet-una-guia-para-mejorar-tuseguridad-en-la-red/
Self-Defense Manual for Women:
http://www.autodefensafeminista.com/attachments/article/277/MANUAL%20Autodefensa%20Feminista.pdf
Defense Report on Border Areas:
http://www.defensoria.gov.co/es/nube/destacados/5963/Informe-defensorial-sobre-zonas-de-frontera-una-hoja-de-ruta-para-la-construcción-de-pol%C3%ADticas-públicas-en-estos-territorios-Informe-Fronteras-Defensor%C3%ADa-del-Pueblo.htm
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Important Contacts in Borders
Reliable organizations that defend journalists and that can be contacted in case of emergency 13

V E N E ZU E L A |

PE RU | Press and Society Institute

Press and Society Institute
Web: http://www.ipys.org.ve/. Phone: +(58 212) 421 2340 / 2309 / 2327

This press freedom group, based in Peru, documents violations on press
freedom and defends threatened journalists in several Latin American
countries.
Web: http://www.ipys.org/. Phone: +51 1 2474465

COLOM B I A |

Foundation for the Freedom of the Press (FLIP)
The Foundation, also known as FLIP, is based in Bogota. It monitors
press freedom and safety of journalists in Colombia, through its alarm
and protection network. FLIP also provides counseling to journalists
who have been victims of attacks, aggressions, or who are suffering
from stress.
Web: http://www.flip.org.co. Phone: +57 1-400-9677

BRAZ IL |

Artigo 19
ARTICLE 19 is a non-governmental human rights organization, born in
1987 in London, with the mission to defend a promote the right to freedom of expression and access to information throughout the world. Its
name has its origin in the 19th Article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the UN.
Web: http://artigo19.org/. Phone: +55 (11) 3057 0042

PAN AM A |

Forum of Journalists for freedom of expression
and information
One of the purposes of the Forum is to encourage prompt communication and guarantee the free exercise of journalism, always ensuring
that due respect is given to freedom of expression and the right to information. They are also the official organizers of the National Journalism
Award in Panama.
Web: www.forumdeperiodistas.org. Phone: +507 214-3861 – 214-7990

E CUA D O R | Andean Foundation for Observation and Study of Media
This group, based in Quito, also called Fundamedios, documents cases of abuses against press freedom in Ecuador, an also cases of official
oppression.
Web: http://www.fundamedios.org/. Phone: +593 2 2461622
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13 Taken from:
https://cpj.org/
es/2012/04/organizaciones-de-periodistas.php

